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India is a country yearly producing lacks of college graduates from numerous streams. Not all these
graduates apply to post graduation and other higher studies. Many of them seek for a job with better
position and higher pay scale. At the same time thousands of multinational companies are
generating employment opportunities due to acceptance of LPG. They are attracting pools of
current young minds and talents with eye-catching salaries and other facilities.

Youngsters from metro cities are frequently applying for private companies and are underestimating
public jobs. They prefer private sector over government. This is due to belief that government jobs
are not for money. They have poor infrastructure and other facilities. Private companies provide
fresher salary as similar to public sector officers. Due to attractive salary package, high-class
infrastructure, exuberant lifestyle, cars and other facilities, young generation is fascinated to work for
them.

This is not the case for job seekers coming from village places. They have faith on public sector jobs
for security purpose. It generally happens due to lack of knowledge and exposure to latest
developments in technology and other sectors to rural students. Due to poverty spread all over rural
India, people residing there canâ€™t dream of a huge salary provided by private companies. They are
looking for a secured work held till their retirement. Regime employees are viewed with a respect
and these are dream careers for rural Indians.

Why donâ€™t these jobs attract city youth? Though they support to serve people and run the country,
they are not accepted by urban job seekers. Here are some points explaining the advantages of
government jobs in India for job seekers:

â€¢	Public jobs in India provide enough salaries to feed your family. Salaries are linked with qualitative
compensation packages and beneficent facilities employees.

â€¢	They offer job security in the sense that you are allowed to stay on the job until your retirement,
exceptions apart. Generally there are no sudden dismissals until and unless you go wrong.

â€¢	Along with basic salary, various compensation benefits are provided to government employees
such as provident fund, pension fund, gratuity etc.

â€¢	Salaries and pensions of regime employees are revised at regular interval of time by pay
commission.

â€¢	Workloads are comparatively low here. These work systems and patterns are turning towards
modernization and computerization so that work conditions are improving day by day.

â€¢	Some central government jobs are hard to land but make available good life style with enhanced
standard of living.

â€¢	One more benefit is that they provide a chance to give back services to our nation and not to other
country.

â€¢	They encourage job seekers to think and do for the nation and build prosperity.

Overall, it is seen that government jobs are suitable to those job seekers who want to contribute to
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national success in conjunction with serving their family at ease. It is one of the ways to have
profitable life in our own country.
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